BREAKING NEWS ALERT
Western Legacy Alliance Research Spurs Congressional Action on Exposing
Taxpayer Funded Lawsuit Racket of Radical Environmentalists
When it was founded in 2008, Western Legacy Alliance (WLA) vowed to stand up for all small
businesses and private property which are vital to the future economic health of America
including ranching, farming, resource development, and recreational use. Our efforts have finally
yielded tangible positive results.
Using research developed by Western Legacy Alliance, a bipartisan effort by Republican
Representatives Cynthia Lummis of Wyoming, Rob Bishop of Utah and Democrat Stephanie
Herseth-Sandlin of South Dakota has led to the introduction of a bill in Congress to begin the
process of shining a bright light on the fiscal use and abuse to the Equal Access to Justice Act
(EAJA). EAJA appears to be one of the major funding sources for radical environmental groups.
WLA needs your financial support to get H.R. 4717, The Open EAJA Act of 2010, through
Congress.
For years, radical environmental groups have twisted and abused attorney fee shifting statutes,
whose original intention were to level the playing field and give hard working Americans the
ability to challenge unfair and unjust government decisions in federal court and not go bankrupt
in the process. However, eco outlaws have reaped millions of taxpayer dollars suing the federal
government to push a radical agenda they can’t get legislatively. They have used the courts as a
back door to assert their agenda filing hundreds of lawsuits using manipulated junk science and
agency technicalities instead of a fair debate in Congress.
Since summer, 2009, WLA has spent countless hours and resources digging through mountains
of paperwork to document the millions of dollars being paid by the federal government to these
self-appointed saviors of the planet. To date WLA has found more than $36 million taxpayer
dollars paid to these outlaws.
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These outlaws freely admit they are using the legal system and taking tax dollars to fund their
“eco crusade”. They don’t have the support to let their agenda stand on its own merit so they tie
up the courts in endless lawsuits and bury government officials with Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) requests. Instead of federal employees doing the jobs they were hired to do, they are
spending all their time in offices answering nuisance FOIAs.
Make no mistake this is not just about harming private property owners and American
businesses. If they get their way it will eventually lead to the elimination of all mineral, oil and
gas development, severe restrictions on hunting, fishing and other recreational uses, needless
restrictions on small businesses, the end of wind and solar energy development that
environmentalists profess to support, and no new transmission lines to get this much needed
power to the energy starved cities of America. If they want to use the trust funds of wealthy
individuals and foundations to fund their agenda of destroying the American economy, that is
one thing. To do it with the unwitting and unwilling American taxpayer footing the bill is quite
another.
Like the Minutemen at Lexington and Concord in 1775, WLA has fired the first shot that will be
heard around the country. But in order to ensure that the shot is heard and we can continue firing
we urgently need funding. WLA is issuing a “call to arms” so we can do additional research,
take the fight to the opposition in the media and keep Congress’ feet to the fire.
The next 30 days are critical to our efforts. Without additional funding immediately we will not
be able to continue the work and the radical environmental outlaws will win believing that we
don’t have the resources or the will to fight. It is that simple.
Let’s prove them wrong. Answer the call to arms and send your check today. Together we can
preserve the beauty, productivity and lifestyle of America.
Individual membership in the Western Legacy Alliance is only $25.00; and association
membership is $500.00; and corporate membership is $1,000.00. Additional contributions are
really needed and gladly accepted. To join the Western Legacy Alliance, visit
www.westernlegacyalliance.org. Your support is accepted through the website or you may send
the form below to Western Legacy Alliance, P.O. Box 162, Moreland, Idaho, 83256. Please call
(208-206-7309) or e-mail westernlegacyalliance@gmail.com.

Thank you for your support.

I am/our organization is committed to protecting the open spaces, private property, private businesses and ensuring the responsible
use of public lands. Please list me/my organization as a member of the Western Legacy Alliance.

I have included my membership dues and my $_________________ additional contribution.
Individual Membership Association Membership Corporate Membership Other -

$25.00
$500.00
$1,000.00
$_______

Name: ___________________________________________________________________
Organization: ______________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________ City: ___________________ State: _______
Zip: _________ Phone: _________________________ Fax: __________________________
Email: ___________________________________________________________________

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Receipt of Contribution to Western Legacy Alliance
The Western Legacy Alliance thanks you for your contribution!

Amount: $__________________________________Cash: ________________ Check#: _______________

